Add Ons

AML Base X2

Valeport Swift SVP

OTTER

AUTOCAST SVP WINCH
The Otter AutoCast Winch is designed for static casts of the sound velocity profiling
(SVP) sensors, such as the AML Base X2 SVP. Through Maritime Robotics’ Vehicle
Control Station, the vehicle operator can specify the desired sampling depth for running
an AutoCast. One can either specify the desired depth below surface or the desired
distance above the seabed (if a sonar is installed). This winch can be retrofitted to
existing Otter USVs.

SPECIFICATION
Overall: 3kg

Winch: 2.5kg

SVP Funnel: 0.5kg

Winch is supplied with up to 110m of braided line

The winch can lift up to 5 kg with 50m of 0.41mm line

Customizable line choice

Recommended: Over-braided lines
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01 OTTER AUTOCAST WINCH
With the AutoCAST installed on your Otter, there is no need to bring another boat to perform sound velocity casts for your bathymetry
survey.
02 CAST WITH AML BASE X2
AutoCAST is easily retrofit to the Otter Pro. It consists of a custom base plate with the winch motor enclosure and a funnel for the probe.
Additionally there is a pulley that attaches to the block on the front of the mast, to be able to pull the SV probe completely out of water.
03 WINCH DEPTH
With more than 100 meter of braided line on the winch reel, a sound velocity profile is easily obtained for shallow water surveys.
04 VCS
The vehicle operator can specify the desired sampling depth for running an AutoCast with the SVP, directly from Maritime Robotics’ Vehicle
Control Station software. It is also possible to input a distance above the seabed, when the Otter is run with an echo sounder.
05 WINCH PHOTO
The winch and profiler unit deployed on the Otter USV.

A LEADER IN UNMANNED SOLUTIONS
Maritime Robotics is a leading provider of innovative unmanned solutions for maritime operations and data acquisition. The company develops and delivers Unmanned
Surface Vehicle Systems (USV), Moored Balloon Systems (MBS) as well as Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). Our main markets are geophysical surveying, oil & gas,
environmental monitoring, and the defence/security market. With technology developed in close collaboration with civilian, governmental and military partners, Maritime
Robotics focuses on delivering high-quality system solutions and products that are cost-effective, reduce HSE risk exposure and are highly deployable, in any conditions.
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